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Happy May Navy Dolphins!

We are 6 weeks away from
Summertime! We are almost
at the finish line, and yes it is
okay to begin the
countdown to hopefully a
time of relaxation, family
time, summer activities, and
maybe even vacation time!

With Summer quickly
approaching, we are hoping
to provide some summer
safety tips, and provide
some last Summer self-care
strategies to make sure 

we all take advantage of the
Summer time. This will
unfortunately be our last
newsletter for the 2020-2021
school year. We ask that you
take some time to respond
to our survey about this
newsletter to provide some
feedback on what you all
would like to see in our
newsletter in the school
years to come. 

We hope you all have a safe
and relaxing Summer! 
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THE COUNTDOWN BEGINS!



An interview

with Jonathan

Hames, the

world's most

innovative

person.

BY CATHERINE MCNEELA 

When we imagine Summer time, we probably think of vacations, the
beach, fireworks, and all sorts of camps. For some, this Summer may look
differently than others. We all may not be ready to try to live "normally"
again and that is okay. Being in schools or staying home may provide a
sense of safety and control. 

To help with routines and maybe even handling hard emotions when we
come across difficult situations, is to come up with a summer safety plan.
Creating  summer safety plans can support coping mechanisms,
establishing routines and structure, while indicating what and who is
considered safe. For guidance on creating a summer safety plan, this
website will help create a summer safety plan for the family or for
individuals. 

Additionally, some of us may be ready to go to the community pool and
beach or go somewhere on vacation.! With hot summers ahead I highly
recommend taking a look at the following website for short articles on
how to stay safe over the summer regarding internet safety, outdoor
safety, water safety, and even safe sleep!
https://www.strong4life.com/en/staying-safe/summer-safety

SUMMER SAFETY
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https://www.counselorkeri.com/2018/04/08/summer-safety-plans/
https://www.strong4life.com/en/staying-safe/summer-safety
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Some children may want to write poetry or
make up a song, while others may want to
draw or paint to express what they are
feeling. Of course, do keep an eye on these
forms of self-expression in case you find
your child is grappling with some very
serious thoughts and feelings that might
require professional support. If you become
concerned with what your child is
expressing as they grieve, please feel free
to reach out to a member of the mental
health team for support for next steps.

There are many resources for further
information on supporting children through
grief (even Sesame Street has some).
Please feel free to visit the Guidance Navy
site here where there are grief resources
under the parent resources tab:
https://sites.google.com/fcpsschools.net
/navy-es-fles/home/guidance/parent-
resources . Specifically, here is a site that is
helpful for appropriately and effectively
supporting the grieving process for children
of various ages and developmental levels:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nLY6fo
54uLG-bvptvdC6MTPTjxmIacve/view .
Whether it is not being able to attend school
in person for safety’s sake or a family
member died while in serving in the Armed
Forces, these resources can help guide you
so you can more easily guide your child.

To start, we as the adults need to take our time to grieve. We model
behavior for our children (whether we intend to or not), so modeling
grieving is already a step in helping them, and makes us more available to
support them.

Then, it is important we speak to children honestly, though age-
appropriately, about what has happened while avoiding euphemisms,
which can be confusing instead of clarifying for children. For those of  us
who are staff members, we also want to respect the child’s religious beliefs
and how they may lean on. lean on those beliefs as part of the grieving
process. Lastly, we want to encourage children to express their feelings of
grief in whatever way they like. 

As we head toward Memorial Day and think about those who have died
serving our country, I would like to share some information on helping
children grieve. We have been through tough times this school year,
especially with the COVID-19 pandemic, and many of us have lost some part
of our normalcy and socializing, which can also lead to grief. So, in that light,
here are some helpful tips in helping support children with grief.

#SOCIAL
WORKSTRONG
BY: BETH HOLZMAN

MEMORIAL DAY
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No screen time for children under 2
One hour per day for children 2 to 12
Two hours per day for children 13 to 18

One self-care activity you may choose to engage in is limiting screen
time in the home. This may be difficult, so it may be helpful to choose
one aspect to consider working towards. For instance, research
demonstrates that the blue light from screens can interrupt our sleep
cycles, so working to limit screen usage to only 2 or more hours
before bedtime may help you or your child if you or they are having
trouble falling asleep. You may also consider settings that reduce blue
light emissions from devices as well. Additionally, The American
Academy of Pediatrics recommends the following as an acceptable
amount of screen time for children:

BY: BETH HOLZMAN AND CATHERINE MCNEELA 
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As we are coming up to the end of the school year, I know many, if not
all, of us are excited for summer and a break from school. However,
there will still be things to do and things that happen over the summer.
Continuing self-care during this time will still be helpful, whether breaks
from stressful summer projects or taking the time to engage in some
of the self-care activities that can feel more exhausting, like creating
routines or making boundaries. Though it can be hard to find the
energy and motivation, I encourage you to take time on some of the
more intensive self-care activities during the summer for both yourself
as well as your children. 

SUMMER SELF-CARE SAFETY

It may not be reasonable to follow these
guidelines to the letter, especially if your
child is engaging in virtual education, but
considering reducing screen time
towards such goals might be a focus as
well. It may also help to plan activities that
can help reduce screen usage, such as
times outdoors (though following COVID-
19 safety protocols), time listening to
audiobooks, or time playing board
games as a family. By limiting screen
time, not only might you improve your
and/or your child’s sleep, but also might
gain other benefits, such as increased
skills regarding self-regulation. Hopefully,
no matter what you do, you have a
wonderful summer!

DO THINGS FOR 
YOURSELF

When we go from having a concrete and
filled schedule to a schedule where we
have more free time over the Summer,
there are days where maybe some of us
can get a little stir crazy. Remember that
this is the time where we can take fully
invest in ourselves and rejuvenate our
minds and bodies. 

If you run out of activities to do this
summer, check-out some of these self-
care summer activities suggested by the 
 Mental Health First Aid. Take care of
yourself this Summer and remember
that taking care of yourself is not selfish.

https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org/external/2018/07/15-activities-for-your-summer-self-care-checklist/
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 6TH
GRADERS! WELCOME TO 

MIDDLE SCHOOL!
We are so proud of all of your accomplishments and finishing a
different and challenging school year! Just shows how strong and
resilient you all are, and we feel that you all are going to achieve
wonderful things in years to come. Wish we all could see you at your
promotion, but know how proud we are of you and we hope you all
are proud of yourselves!

The Mental Health Team would like to hear from you all feedback on
this newsletter to prepare for the upcoming school years. We would
greatly appreciate it if you took the time to fill out our survey! We
thank you for your time and effort this week on working with us this
school year and we look forward to the years to come with you all.
Best wishes to you all from Ms. Diaz, Ms. McNeela, Mrs. Boisacy, and
Ms. Holzman! 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VKHN3SZ

May 
6 – Kaitlin Kelly (Hunter)

10 – Anaya Bryson
16 –Eric (Sean ) Cummiskey

21 – Gretchen Moniz
23 – Jenn Genus

 
June

1 – Sarah Diaz
6 – Lauren McIntyre

8 – Liz Schroeder
11 – Sonia Alcocer
15 – Jennifer Kim
20 – Kefaia Zayid
29 – Emily Meehan

 
July

8 – Gwen Zeigler
16 – Stuti Misra

18 – Samantha Spencer
22 – Mark Cohen

23 – Hilorie Malmberg
25 – James Marotta

26 – Brooke Plummer
30 – Cathy Baptista
31 – Kanchana Pavgi

31 – Catherine McNeela
 

August
4 – Christina DePorter

5 – Susan Bolger
7 – Kristina Mirlas

12 – Kristen Scudder
19 – Mary Mudre

23 – Sabrina Berini
28 – Shannon Byrnes
31 – Debbie LoCastro
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NEWSLETTER FEEDBACK

STAFF BIRTHDAYS

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VKHN3SZ

